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ABSTRACT

In our demo, we present two hardware platforms for prototyping

audio array signal processing. Pyramic is a 48-channel micro-

phone array fitted on an FPGA and Compact Six is a portable

microphone array with six microphones, closer to the technical

constraints of consumer electronics. A browser based interface

was developed that allows the user to interact with the audio

stream from the arrays in real time. The software component of

this demo is a Python module with implementations of basic au-

dio signal processing blocks and popular techniques like STFT,

beamforming, and DoA. Both the hardware design files and the

software are open source and freely shared. As part of a col-

laboration with IBM Research, their beamforming and imaging

technologies will also be portrayed.

The hardware will be demonstrated through an installation

processing the microphone signals into light patterns on a circu-

lar LED array. The demo will be interactive and let visitors play

with different algorithms for DoA (SRP, FRIDA [1], Bluebild)

and beamforming (MVDR, Flexibeam [2]).

The availability of an open platform with reference imple-

mentations encourages reproducible research and minimizes

setup-time when testing and benchmarking new audio array

signal processing algorithms. It can also serve as a useful educa-

tional tool, providing a means to work with real-life signals.

Index Terms— Microphone array, audio signal processing,

beamforming, DoA, spectral imaging.

1. INTRODUCTION

Microphone arrays are increasingly prominent in popular con-

sumer electronics, such as the Amazon Echo (7 microphones),

Google Home (2 microphones), Apple AirPods (2 microphones),

and high-end smartphones (2 microphones). These devices rely

on beamforming, i.e. coherently adding signals from more than

one microphone to improve the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of

a desired signal. Furthermore, it is customary to precede beam-

forming by direction-of-arrival (DoA) estimation in order to spa-

tially locate the desired signal. Microphone arrays provide more

robust indoor localization and tracking [3], which is especially

beneficial for acoustic SLAM in robotic applications, derever-

beration in speech detection [4] and room geometry reconstruc-

tion [5]. The applications above would all greatly benefit from a
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convenient and portable platform as proposed in this work. When

testing new algorithms, it allows one to circumvent the cum-

bersome setup (and takedown) typically required: a bulky au-

dio interface connected to a computer, an XLR cable from each

microphone to the audio interface, and perhaps multiple micro-

phone stands. Moreover, interfacing the microphone array with a

portable processing unit such as a field programmable gate array

(FPGA) or a single-board computer allows for a certain amount

of processing to be done on the device itself. Such setups make

single cable and/or wireless communication feasible with a host

computer. Removing the complications of setup and providing

a convenient interface for acquisition and processing provides

an accessible means for testing under a variety of conditions.

Moreover, the availability1 of open source hardware and software

modules facilitates reproducible research and fosters collabora-

tions between academia and industry, as successfully illustrated

by our current association with IBM.

A microphone array with a convenient interface can also

serve as an educational tool, providing users a hands-on expe-

rience with signal processing on measurements perceptible to

human senses – audio. A graduate course entitled Audio signal

processing and virtual acoustics is already offered by the Audio-

visual Communications Laboratory (LCAV) at EPFL, and such

a platform could complement the theory with practical insight.

At LCAV, we have developed two platforms for the afore-

mentioned purposes: the Pyramic (in cooperation with the Pro-

cessor Architecture Laboratory at EPFL) and the Compact Six,

which can both be seen in Fig. 1. The ultimate goal is to create

an open platform in order to promote reproducible research and

the development of educational tools in computational acoustics.

2. HARDWARE PLATFORMS

The main challenges when designing microphone arrays arise

when considering the trade-offs between array weight, size,

power consumption, cost and flexibility. Although using more

microphones typically improves performance, it compromises

the flexibility of the system. In order to tackle these constraints,

the Pyramic and Compact Six arrays take advantage of recent

advances in MEMS technologies, providing us with small high-

quality microphones at an affordable price.

1The software and hardware designs can be found at http://
github.com/LCAV




